Three-dimensional helical coiling structures and band patterns of hydrous metaphase chromosomes observed by low vacuum scanning electron microscopy.
Helical coiling structures and band patterns of hydrous metaphase chromosomes were documented three-dimensionally by low vacuum scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Fixed or unfixed isolated Chinese hamster metaphase chromosomes were stained with platinum blue (Pt blue) and observed in the backscattered electron mode for low vacuum SEM without any hypotonic treatment or drying processes. Fibrous structures were shown both in the fixed and unfixed hydrous chromosomes; helical chromatid coils and their subcoils were clarified especially in the fixed chromosomes having contrasting alternative bands of light and darkness, while the translucent perichromosomal matrix and compact fibrous structures were recognized in the unfixed chromosomes. The helical coils were more clearly represented in a loosened chromatid of metaphase chromosomes. Treatment with a tris-HCl buffer solution and Pt blue staining in a hydrous condition successfully produced banding patterns similar to G-bands on metaphase chromosomes. These banded chromosomes observed by low vacuum SEM were also analyzed stereoscopically by field emission SEM after critical point drying. These findings indicate that: 1) native or unfixed chromosomes maintain the compact arrangement of high-order helical structures covered with the peri-chromosomal matrix; 2) helical coiling appearances of chromatids frequently observed in previous papers might be caused by loosening of the final level of the high-order structure of the metaphase chromosome; and 3) banding patterns might be produced by the rearrangement or reorganization of chromatin fibers at the 30 nm fiber level after the extraction of some chromosomal components including the peri- or intra-chromosomal materials during the banding procedure.